Arrange rides to
and from care with
Uber Health →
Provide access to reliable transportation to those
who need it most on their road to care by scheduling
rides using the Uber Health dashboard or API.

Pickup

Dropoff

Trip Options

Hi Mary, your Uber ride from
Medical Center is scheduled for
9:00am, October 2

Request Ride

Compliance
with HIPAA

Cost-effective
transportation

On-demand,
reliable rides

Ensure that your patients’ information
is protected while coordinating rides
to and from care on their behalf.

Reduce your transportation costs and
increase your operational efficiency
by helping patients get to their
appointments on time, for less.*

Remove barriers to care by using the
reliable, on-demand Uber experience
that doesn’t require the Uber app or
even a smartphone.

*Uber Health costs less than most traditional non-emergency medical transportation options.

Making the road
to care easier,
together →
Easy for patients
Better experiences

Multiple ways to ride

Seamless coordination

Create a sense of comfort. Patients will
know when their ride is coming and who
will be driving them there, even if they
don’t have the app or a smartphone.

Patients are less likely to miss an
appointment if they have access to
reliable transportation. A ride with Uber
can be there in minutes or scheduled in
advance to get them on the road to care.

Handle all the scheduling on behalf
of patients through a web-based
dashboard, and select the type of ride,
including wheelchair-accessible vehicles
or extra assistance where available.

Easy to coordinate
Flexibility and support

Transparent pricing

Unified dashboard

Arrange rides for immediate pickup or
in advance. When needed, support is
available through a dedicated HIPAAtrained team.

Your organization pays the cost of
the ride—with no additional fees or
expensive overhead costs for using the
Uber Health platform.

Coordinate multiple rides with ease
from one place. All trip details are
collected and payment is simple with
one monthly statement.

For more information, visit: uberhealth.com

